




x axis= units of time equal to  1/4 to 1/3 incubation time and y axis = # of cases  
Note:  a single point or source will have only one peak, a plateau will show a 

continuous common source, several uniform peaks will indicate a propagated 
outbreak spread from person to person  











  400 people attended a special awards dinner  
  Some persons became ill. The suspected 

culprit was the potato salad. The population 
at the dinner was then surveyed to 
determine who became ill. 

    Disease Yes        Disease No     
Exposed  (Ate salad)    150 (a)           30 (b) 
Unexposed(no salad)    50 (c)         170 (d) 









Sample:   
Several patients were diagnosed with Hepatitis A.   

•  The local Restaurant A was thought to be the source 
of the infection. 

•  40 case patients and a similar disease free group or 
control were contacted to determine if they ate at 
Restaurant A.   (copy to board, expectation as an explanation)  
   
    2 X 2 table of data 

Ate       Case patients        Controls       Total 
Yes                    a = 30          b = 36         66 
No           c = 10          d = 70         80 
Total        40      106       146  





















  modes of transmission 
  Calculate health-related rates  (attack, incidence, prevalence, 

case fatality) 
  Calculate a simple relative risk and describe what it means  
  Interpret epi curves, temporal patterns and other simple 

graphic presentations of health data 
  List, discuss and recognize examples of disease causing 

agents (physical and biological) 
  Demonstrate an understanding and ability to use terms such 

as endemic, epidemic and pandemic; population versus 
sample, association versus cause. 

  Describe various types of prevention and control strategies 
(e.g. immunization, behavior change, etc) and situations 
where they might be used  



  Understand how units affect the relative 
magnitude of a set of rates with different 
units.  

  Calculate appropriate measures of risk 
when given the study design 

  Complete tables when given all data needed 
to complete calculations. 

  Propose a reasonable intervention to a 
public health problem. 

  Recognize gaps in  information  



  Recognize differences between study 
designs ,Types of Error, and do Statistical 
Analysis (formulas) 

  Calculate measures of risk (e.g. relative risk 
or odds ratio) when given a description of 
the study design   

  Calculate measures based on data that is not 
given but that can be readily extracted.  

  Recognize how gaps in information influence 
the ability to extend conclusions to the 
general population.  



  Recognize unmentioned factors that may 
influence results. 

  Recognize Types of Error and do Statistical 
Analysis  

  Convert between rates with different basic 
units (e.g. incidence per 10000 persons/year 
to incidence per 100 persons/week). 

  Propose a means to evaluate the effectiveness 
of an intervention or control program. 



Questions?  

  For comments and questions:  
  Matt Kramer, M.D. 
  E-mail: Mkramer5@woh.rr.com 
  (State Event Coordinator in Disease 

Detectives for Ohio)  


